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CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Bluetooth, USB
SPEAKER TYPE: Bluetooth
BRAND: SOAR
MODEL NAME: Shockbox LED Bluetooth Speaker
RECOMMENDED USES FOR PRODUCT: Music, Camping
BLUETOOTH: 5.0
WIRELESS RANGE: 30Ft.
TALK TIME: 5 Hours
COLOR: Team Color
ITEM PACKAGE DIMENSIONS L X W X H:  7.01 x 5.04 x 3.15 inches
PACKAGE WEIGHT: 0.25 Kilograms
STYLE: Shockbox LED Wireless Bluetooth Speaker
INCLUDED COMPONENTS: Speaker, Micro-USB charging cable, Manual
SIZE: One Size

Introduction

For your upcoming tailgate or camping vacation, the SOAR Shockbox LED Speaker is the ideal speaker. Lightweight
for simple storage and transportation. Convenient top handle. Built to last, with materials that are impervious to water
and shock. 30 feet of wireless range with Bluetooth 5.0 technology. Two can be easily synced for stereo sound.
Micro-USB cord included; battery life of more than 5 hours. An excellent method to display your team pride whenever
and wherever you want is with an official NCAA product.

HOW TO TURN ON

Choose Bluetooth options from the settings menu on your phone (both Android and iOS). Under Bluetooth settings,
navigate to the other devices area. Ensure that discoverable mode is selected on your phone. Choose the speaker
you want to pair by clicking on it under “other devices.”

HOW TO PAIR

Choose Bluetooth options from the settings menu on your phone (both Android and iOS). Under Bluetooth settings,
navigate to the other devices area. Ensure that discoverable mode is selected on your phone. Choose the speaker
you want to pair by clicking on it under “other devices.”

HOW TO CONNECT TO PHONE

From the top of the screen, swipe downward.
Touch Bluetooth and hold it.
To pair a new device, tap. If Pair new device isn’t there, go under “Available devices” or hit More. Refresh.
Select the Bluetooth device you want to associate with your device by tapping its name.
Observe any directions displayed on the screen.

HOW WIRELESS SPEAKERS GET POWERED

The majority of wireless speakers connect to standard power outlets or power strips using AC adapters. To become
“truly wireless,” some systems employ rechargeable batteries, although this feature necessitates repositioning and
charging as routine tasks in order to use this type of surround sound system.

HOW TO RESET

You should only need to do this briefly with most Bluetooth speakers. The power and Bluetooth buttons must be
pressed and held simultaneously in order for almost every Bluetooth speaker to be reset.

Frequently Asked Questions

Does a Bluetooth speaker require WIFI?



Instead of an internet connection, short-range radio waves are how Bluetooth operates. This means you don’t need a
data plan or even a cellular connection for Bluetooth to function anywhere you have two compatible devices.

Can you listen to music with a Bluetooth speaker?

You may simply connect to the tiny wireless speaker from a computer that has Bluetooth functionality if it has a
microphone. There is no method to transmit audio if the tiny wireless speaker doesn’t already have a microphone and
the necessary hardware to add one.

Is it possible to use a Bluetooth speaker with a phone?

Through the SoundWire app, owners of Android smartphones may use their devices as Bluetooth speakers for
laptops. You can stream audio to your phone using the free version from a Windows or Linux PC.

Why can’t Bluetooth locate devices?

Go to Settings > System > Advanced> Reset Options > Reset Wi-fi, mobile, & Bluetooth on Android devices. For iOS
and iPadOS devices, you’ll need to unpair every device first, then restart your phone or tablet by going to Settings >
Bluetooth, selecting the info icon, then selecting Forget This Device for each device.

Is AC power required for wireless speakers?

The AC power cable (wire) that “wireless” speakers always have needs to be plugged into the wall. Normal “wired”
speakers take their power from the amplifiers in your AV receiver over the same wire that carries the music.

Are power sources necessary for Bluetooth speakers?

Bluetooth speakers and smart home speakers are always on since these extra functionalities require power. If you
have active speakers, you can just connect your music source, put them into a power outlet (or use the internal
batteries), and stop reading here—unless you’re inquisitive, that is!

How do wireless speakers connect to televisions?

The transmitter broadcasts audio signals to the wireless device it is linked to from the audio source (your TV). The
two devices are often linked together using Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. The wireless speakers then pick up the radio waves
using a receiver.

Why is my Bluetooth speaker’s blue light flashing?

A strong connection may be indicated by a blue light that blinks continuously. The headphones may be in pairing
mode if they have a slow blue light that pulses. Blinking red and blue lights are the most typical pairing mode light
pattern.

Why does my Bluetooth speaker keep shutting off by itself?

Turning Bluetooth on manually in your Android’s settings should prevent it from automatically turning on and off. It’s
possible that you need to adjust your power-saving settings if your Bluetooth connection is cutting out due to low
battery.

Can Bluetooth operate offline?

In a word, yes. WIFI is not necessary for Bluetooth headphones, and they function perfectly without it.
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